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Let f : �C� �C be a rational function of degree � 2.
A Fatou component is a connected component of the Fatou set F (f).

No Wandering Domain Theorem. (Sullivan) Every Fatou component is
eventually periodic.

Classification Theorem. (Sullivan) If U is a periodic Fatou component (fp :
U � U), then U is one of the following types:
(AB) Attracting basin orbits in U are attracted under fp to an attracting
periodic point in U ;
(PB) Parabolic basin orbits in U are attracted under fp to a parabolic periodic
point on �U ;
(SD) Siegel disk fp|U is holomorphically conjugate to z �� e2�i�z on D = {z �
C : |z| < 1} (� � R � Q);
(HR) Herman rings fp|U is holomorphically conjugate to z �� e2�i�z on Ar =
{z � C : r < |z| < 1} (0 < r < 1, � � R � Q).

z0 z0

attracting or superattracting basin parabolic basin Siegel disk Herman ring



Goal
For a rational map with (multiply connected) Fatou components,  
define a tree and a piecewise linear map on it, which encode the 
dynamics on Fatou components.  The tree is also related to the 
limit of quasiconformal deformation

Application of the tree map:
 Surgery construction (How to design), and limit of degeneration. 
 Connectivity of Julia set for Newton’s method of a polynomial.
 Determination of configuration of Herman rings.
 Wandering Julia components.
cf. S. 1987, 1989,   McMullen-DeMarco-Pilgrim,  Thurston-Douady-Hubbard, Cui-Tan Lei,
J. Kiwi (arithmetic dynamics of Puiseux series field), M. Arfeux



Sample problems

$1l.7. A Finitely Connected Component of if

Finally, J cannot contain a non-degenerate component for such a compo-
nent would have to be an interval, say (* - t, w * e), of positive length in
[0, 8]. However, all of the inverse images of the point 2 lie in both F and
[0, 8], and as these must accumulate at w, no such interval can exist. By
Theorem 5.7.1, J is a Cantor set.

Exnncrsn 11.6

l. Let P(z\ : az(z - p)2, where u and B are positive. Find conditions on d and p which
imply that P has the properties (a), (b) and (c) in the text.

Find conditions on d and B such that P is conjugate to a Tchebychev polynomial
(see $1.4) and hnd J explicitly in this case.

$11.7. A Finitely Connected Component of F
If P is a polynomial, then every component of i?(P) is simply connected or
inhnitely connected. If R is rational, then R may have Herman rings and these
are doubly connected. Using quasiconformal mappings, I.N. Baker has estab-
lished (implicitly) the existence of components of a Fatou set of any given
connectivity: here, we give an explicit example (suggested by Shishikura) of a
Fatou set with a component of hnite connectivity greater than two.

Let

R(t): z21l + tr2z3) , />0.
(1 -t z)(l - tz)

We shall show that if r is suffrciently small, then F(R) has a component of con-
nectiuity 3 or 4 (it seems probable that with a little more work, one could com-
pute the connectivity exactly, but this is not the main point of the example).

First, we observe that oo is a repelling hxed point of R; thus co and its
pre-images llt and llta are in J.

Next, R has exactly eight critical points, say 0, / ', t t, (r, . . . , (s, and each
is in C. We now prove

Lemma ll.7.l. For sufficiently small t, the non-zero critical points of R lie
outside the circle {ltl:3}.
Pnoop. The critical points (; are those solutions of R'(z) : 0 which are distinct
from 0 and lf t, and a calculation shows that the (; satisfy an equation of the
form

2 + tzQQ, t):0,
where Q is a polynomial in z and r (which can, but need not, be found explic-
itly). Now let

M : sup{ lQ Q, t)l: lzl < 3, t < l},

(Beardon’s book)



Tropical Geometry

“Tropical Complex Dynamics”
Piecewise linear dynamics defined on a tree, which is related to a certain 
limit operation (t-stretching qc-deformation)

WARNING: Not Hubbard tree; Not interesting when the Julia set is connected, e.g. PCF maps



Annuli
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FIGURE 3

THEOREM 2.8(b'). d on TT(C — B^) is^a linear metric.

3. Tree associated with Herman rings
Let / be a rational function which has Herman rings.
Definition 3.1. Let
sdo~ {components of (Herman rings - the closure of the forward orbits of critical

points)};
d' = {components off~"(A) \ A e ^ 0 , " 2 0};
B = the union of the boundaries of Herman rings;
si = {Ae d'\f"{A) separates B for all n >0}.

Tree from disjoint annuli

pf. Jordan’s curve theorem.



Tree associated with a rational map

cf. McMullen-DeMarco-Pilgrim tree for polynomials



Extracting finite skeleton
Sometimes it is more convenient to extract a tree with finite topological type.
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FIGURE 3

THEOREM 2.8(b'). d on TT(C — B^) is^a linear metric.

3. Tree associated with Herman rings
Let / be a rational function which has Herman rings.
Definition 3.1. Let
sdo~ {components of (Herman rings - the closure of the forward orbits of critical

points)};
d' = {components off~"(A) \ A e ^ 0 , " 2 0};
B = the union of the boundaries of Herman rings;
si = {Ae d'\f"{A) separates B for all n >0}.

Properties of the tree and the tree map



SURGERY OF RATIONAL FUNCTIONS 15

If N=0, there is Aej^ such that AcD^ and yc3A. As above, /(A) nint/(y)^0.
Thus, D^c:Int/(y), since

/(A)cD^, and D,^n/(y)=0. D

DEFINITION. — Let m C =(Z/m Z) x C = Co U . . . U C^_ i, where C,.= { 7 } x C. Define
i, :C-^C,byi, .(z)=(/,4
We call a map g : m C -> m C a cycJzc ma/?, if g (C^.) c C^ i for all 7 e Z/m Z. Moreover,

^ is a c^cfe rational map if all ^ | .̂ are rational functions. The notations and the results
in paragraph 1 are naturally extended to cyclic rational maps.

Fig. 2. - Definition of D and cyclic map f.

Set:

D,=i,(D,); D = D o U . . . U D , _ , ;

^={i,(y) yer,yc=D,};

^={i^.(A)|Ae^,Ac=D,.}.

Define a cyclic map /: D -^ m C by / (/, z) = (j+ 1, /(z)). S^ Figure 2.

PROPOSITION 2.—TTzm? exist rational functions / o . ' - ^ / m - i fl^ qc-mappings
^o. • • • . ^Pm-i ^/C satisfying (i)-(v) ^;ow.

ANNALES SCIENTIFIQUES DE L'ECOLE NORMALE SUPERIEURE

Local models for the periodic points on the tree

Local models can be constructed as the limit of stretching qc-deformation: need to take different 
normalization for each point of the cycle.  (the map viewed via “moving frame”)

A folding costs two critical points!



Quasiconformal surgery
Surgery: Cut and Paste objects to create a new object

Analytic functions are rigid because of the theorem of unicity, hence the 
straightforward cut and paste is not possible.  

Quasiconformal surgery is a technique to avoid this difficulty: 
first construct a non-holomorphic mapping, then change the conformal structure so 
that the map becomes holomorphic with respect to the new conformal structure. 

Tools: theory of quasiconformal mappings and the Measurable Riemann Mapping 
Theorem.

Applications:
Sullivan: Used quasiconformal deformation to prove No Wandering Domain Thm
Douady-Hubbard: Polynomial-like mappings
S.: General theory, 

Sharp estimate on the number of non-repelling cycles, Fatou components
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Construct a qc-mapping \|/ : D^ -^ D^ satisfying:
(0 ^(Yi)=Yi, and\ | /" / i=B°\ | /onyi ;

(ii) \|/(Y2)=Y2, andvl /o/^A-^/oo^ony^;
(iii) \|/ is conformal in a neighborhood of D^ —/ f 1 (S^).

If r is sufficiently small, such \(/ exist. (Consider the modulus of D^ and Dp) Next,
extend v|/ to the component of C — D ^ bounded by y^ as a qc-mapping onto { r ^ |z |},
so that

(iv) vl/"1 is conformal in {r^< z |}, where r^ satisfies r, >r and
{r^lzl^c^D.nSi).

Define ^ on { | z | < r~ 1 } by

g=

./o on DO.
A°\|/°/i ov)/"1 on D^,
A o B on D;,

and on { | z | ^ r~ 1 } by g=Cog^C, where C(z)=l/z'.
Then, as in (A), there exist a qc-mapping (p such that /=(po^o(p-1 is a rational

finctions of degree 4, which has an HR-cycle of order 2 as in Figure 5.

Fig. 5. — Surgery for Case (B).

Remark. — The case (B) gives an example for which the N in Lemma 6 cannot be
0. So it was necessary in paragraph 6 to cut the Riemann sphere by the inverse images
of YA. ^t on\y by y^ themselves.

Note that we had to pay attention on the modulus of Dp in Case (B). The moduli
will raise a difficulty when one glues up some multiply connected pieces.

Proof of Theorem 6. — Note that if/has a Siegel disk of order/? with rotation number
~ 9 . Hence the theorem9, then f (z) has a Siegel disk of order 1 with rotation number

follows from Proposition 2 in paragraph 6 and the above (A).
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4. Construction (Proof of Theorem B)

Part I : Construction of a model map f0.

Definition 4.1. For a closed concentric annulus A with center 0, we use a notation

A = A(r1, r2) = {z | r1 ≤ |z| ≤ r2}, (0 < r1 < r2)

and

∂innerA = {z | |z| = r1}, ∂outerA = {z | |z| = r2},
which denote the inner boundary and the outer boundary of A, respectively. We define
the modulus of A by

mod (A) =
1

2π
log

r2

r1
.

The core curve Core (A) is the unique closed geodesic of A and given by

Core (A) = {z | |z| =
√

r1r2}.

We first construct a model map f0 which roughly describes the dynamics of what we
really want to construct. Let kn ∈ N be given integers with k0 ≤ k1 ≤ · · · ≤ kn ≤ · · · . In
what follows we choose suitable Rn ∈ R with 0 = R0 < R1 < R2 < · · · and set

An = A(Rn, Rn+1) (n ≥ 0).

(Note that here we abuse the notation — A0 is a disk, not an annulus). Then we want to
construct a map f0 : C → C with the following dynamical properties:

f0(z) = a0z
k0 , z ∈ A0 \ ∂outerA0

such that f0(A0) = A0 ∪ A1 and

f0(z) = anzkn , z ∈ An \ ∂outerAn

such that f0 : An → An+1 is a covering map of degree kn. (See Figure 1, where we describe
the annuli An as subsets of an infinite cylinder, instead of round annuli in the complex
plane.)

A1 A2A0 An

R0 = 0 R1 R2 R3 Rn

a z2
k2a z1

k1a z0
k0 a zn

kn

An+1

Rn+2Rn+1

a   z k
n+1

n +1

Figure 1. The model map f0. Note that this is only a schematic picture
and in reality, mod (An) rapidly increases as n tends to ∞. The same is
also true for the following figures.

For this purpose, we have to choose appropriate an ∈ C∗ and Rn > 0. So first we take
a0 and R1 so that R2 = |a0|Rk0

1 > R1 holds and M1 = exp(2πmod (A1)) is large enough
to be able to apply Proposition 4.1 in the next part. (Actually we have to choose so that
mod (A1) > m0, where m0 is the constant in Proposition 4.1.) Once the constants a0, R1



Applications

The simplest case: 



Configuration of Herman rings

realized 
by deg 3 map

realized 
by deg 4 map
not deg 3



Limit of quasiconformal deformation

(cf. correspondence in Tropical geometry)





Thank you!


